Bump Instructions
Materials
•
game board
•
two dice
•
cubes such as Legos ~ Provide each player with an equal preset number of cubes
(6 to 10) depending on the amount of time you have to play the game. Each player
needs a different color.
Instructions for playing
 Roll a die to determine which player goes first.
 On a turn, roll two dice.
 Read the sentence that corresponds with the number rolled.
 Place a cube over the correct answer in the bottom boxes.
 If another player’s cube is on that answer, BUMP it off.
 The player takes back the cube and may use it again.
 If your cube is on that answer, link the cubes together and that spot is frozen. This
means no other player can bump you.
 If you roll an answer that is not available, this is the end of your turn.
 The winner is the player who uses all his/her cubes first.
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Context Clues Bump
2. The ---- quiet doesn’t last. Before long, the squeals and shrieks and brays and squawks of
the animal kingdom crowd the air. (p. 152)
3. I’ve ridden around the grounds of the park in Julia’s backpack enough to know every inch of
the place. I’ve even chatted with many of the ---- . (p. 161).
4. Still, I smell more bad weather ---- in the distance. (p. 162).
5. I hate it when my brain disagrees with itself. I split the difference, crouching meekly. Doing
the whole ---- dog thing. (p. 163).
6. Quickly I ---- my gaze. Those eyes. Those chilling, dangerous eyes. (p. 165).
7. Kimu says nothing. He’s panting hard. Maybe he’s ---- , even hurt? (p. 166)
8. And just beyond, where Ivan lives, is nothing but ---- . (p. 169)
9. Wind like that, storm wind, doesn’t carry scent. It ---- it. (p. 171)
10.She’s maybe eight feet away, but I can barely make her out in the ---- rain. (p. 173)
11.They’re getting the cutters and the ---- . (p. 194)
12.We’ve got some injuries, some possible ---- , too. (p. 199)

avert

menacing
disoriented
obliterates

eerie

devastation

fatalities

submissive

residents

jaws of life
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torrential

Context Clues Bump
2. The ---- quiet doesn’t last. Before long, the squeals and shrieks and brays and squawks of
the animal kingdom crowd the air. (p. 152)
3. I’ve ridden around the grounds of the park in Julia’s backpack enough to know every inch of
the place. I’ve even chatted with many of the ---- . (p. 161).
4. Still, I smell more bad weather ---- in the distance. (p. 162).
5. I hate it when my brain disagrees with itself. I split the difference, crouching meekly. Doing
the whole ---- dog thing. (p. 163).
6. Quickly I ---- my gaze. Those eyes. Those chilling, dangerous eyes. (p. 165).
7. Kimu says nothing. He’s panting hard. Maybe he’s ---- , even hurt? (p. 166)
8. And just beyond, where Ivan lives, is nothing but ---- . (p. 169)
9. Wind like that, storm wind, doesn’t carry scent. It ---- it. (p. 171)
10.She’s maybe eight feet away, but I can barely make her out in the ---- rain. (p. 173)
11.They’re getting the cutters and the ---- . (p. 194)
12.We’ve got some injuries, some possible ---- , too. (p. 199)
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torrential

Answer Key

2. The eerie quiet doesn’t last. Before long, the squeals and shrieks and brays and
squawks of the animal kingdom crowd the air. (p. 152)
3. I’ve ridden around the grounds of the park in Julia’s backpack enough to know every
inch of the place. I’ve even chatted with many of the residents. (p. 161).
4. Still, I smell more bad weather menacing in the distance. (p. 162).
5. I hate it when my brain disagrees with itself. I split the difference, crouching meekly.
Doing the whole submissive dog thing. (p. 163).
6. Quickly I avert my gaze. Those eyes. Those chilling, dangerous eyes. (p. 165).
7. Kimu says nothing. He’s panting hard. Maybe he’s disoriented, even hurt? (p. 166)
8. And just beyond, where Ivan lives, is nothing but devastation. (p. 169)
9. Wind like that, storm wind, doesn’t carry scent. It obliterates it. (p. 171)
10.She’s maybe eight feet away, but I can barely make her out in the torrential rain. (p.
173)
11.They’re getting the cutters and the jaws of life. (p. 194)
12.We’ve got some injuries, some possible fatalities, too. (p. 199)
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Literary Devices Bump
2. Page 8 – I climbed Mount Ivan.
3. Page 15 – But I’m yours, I’m yours, I’m yours.

4. Page 24 – down, dizzy and dazed
5. Page 32 - I’d give up a mile-high pile of bacon cheeseburgers to see that happen.
6. Page 39 – know the ropes
7. Page 39 – It’s as if the air is up to no good, sneaking up on the world and looking for trouble.
8. pp. 68-69 ~ Julia tries to make me wear her mom’s latest creation, a knitted dog sweater with
SECURITY written on it.
9. Page 70 – those guys need to switch to decaf.
10. Page 90 - We pass the meerkat family, poking out from their den holes like the Whac-A-Mole
game they used to have at Mack’s mall.
11. page 243 “Snick baby, fancy meeting you here,” I say. “You look good behind bars.”
“Harebrain,” she replies.
“Hey,” calls a rabbit two cages down. “Watch your language.”
12. Page 247 – Thunder claps. Shutters fly. Windows rattle. Water rushes. Dogs whimper. Cats howl.
People yell.

irony

pun

repetition
alliteration

simile
idiom

metaphor

hyperbole

onomatopoeia

sarcasm
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personification

Literary Devices Bump
2. Page 8 – I climbed Mount Ivan.
3. Page 15 – But I’m yours, I’m yours, I’m yours.

4. Page 24 – down, dizzy and dazed
5. Page 32 - I’d give up a mile-high pile of bacon cheeseburgers to see that happen.
6. Page 39 – know the ropes
7. Page 39 – It’s as if the air is up to no good, sneaking up on the world and looking for trouble.
8. pp. 68-69 ~ Julia tries to make me wear her mom’s latest creation, a knitted dog sweater with
SECURITY written on it.
9. Page 70 – those guys need to switch to decaf.
10. Page 90 - We pass the meerkat family, poking out from their den holes like the Whac-A-Mole
game they used to have at Mack’s mall.
11. page 243 “Snick baby, fancy meeting you here,” I say. “You look good behind bars.”
“Harebrain,” she replies.
“Hey,” calls a rabbit two cages down. “Watch your language.”
12. Page 247 – Thunder claps. Shutters fly. Windows rattle. Water rushes. Dogs whimper. Cats howl.
People yell.
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personification

Answer Key
2. Page 8 – I climbed Mount Ivan. (metaphor)

3. Page 15 – But I’m yours, I’m yours, I’m yours. (repetition)

4. Page 24 – down, dizzy and dazed (alliteration)

5. Page 32 - I’d give up a mile-high pile of bacon cheeseburgers to see that happen.
(hyperbole)

6. Page 39 – know the ropes (idiom)

7. Page 39 – It’s as if the air is up to no good, sneaking up on the world and looking for
trouble. (personification)

8. pp. 68-69 ~ Julia tries to make me wear her mom’s latest creation, a knitted dog sweater
with SECURITY written on it. (irony)

9. Page 70 – those guys need to switch to decaf. (sarcasm)

10. Page 90 - We pass the meerkat family, poking out from their den holes like the Whac-AMole game they used to have at Mack’s mall. (simile)

11. page 243 “Snick baby, fancy meeting you here,” I say. “You look good behind bars.”
“Harebrain,” she replies.
“Hey,” calls a rabbit two cages down. “Watch your language.” (pun)

12. Page 247 – Thunder claps. Shutters fly. Windows rattle. Water rushes. Dogs whimper. Cats
howl. People yell. (onomatopoeia)
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Digital Version
Get the digital version of these games.
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Do you need additional resources for your The
One and Only Bob unit?

The One and Only Bob Book Unit printable
activities contain graphic organizers for an
interactive
notebook
covering
vocabulary,
constructed response writing, and skill practice.
Digital resources have been created for activities
using Boom Learning and Google Slides.
Find it at Teachers pay Teachers.
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